Rats' memory for event duration in delayed matching-to-sample with nonspatial comparison response alternatives.
Previous research has suggested that using stationary and moving levers as nonspatial response alternatives can significantly enhance the speed of acquiring a temporal discrimination in rats. In Experiment 1, rats were trained to discriminate 2 and 8s of magazine light illumination by responding to either a stationary lever or a moving lever with a cue light illuminated above it. Rats learned to discriminate event durations at a high level of accuracy after 25 sessions of training. During subsequent delay tests, rats exhibited a strong choose-long bias, indicating that they were timing from the onset of the magazine light until the entry of levers into the chamber. This occurred regardless of whether intertrial intervals and delay intervals were dark or illuminated. On test trials in which the sample was omitted, rats responded as if the short sample had been presented. In Experiment 2, the rats received extensive training with dark and illuminated variable delay intervals (1-4 s). However, they continued to exhibit a tendency to time from the onset of the magazine light until entry of the levers into the chamber. Although the use of stationary/uncued and moving/cued levers as response alternatives enhanced the speed of acquisition of the event duration discrimination in rats, additional procedural modifications will be necessary to prevent rats from timing during the delay interval.